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Abstract: Both gaming the system (taking advantage of the system’s feedback 
and help to succeed in the tutor without learning the material) and being off-task 

(engaging in behavior that does not involve the system or the learning task) have 

been previously shown to be associated with poorer learning. In this paper we 

investigate two hypotheses about the mechanisms that lead to this reduced 

learning: (a) less learning within individual steps (immediate harmful impact) 

and (b) overall learning loss due to fewer opportunities to practice (aggregate 

harmful impact). We show that gaming tends to have immediate harmful impact 

while off-task tends to have aggregated harmful impact on learning.  
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1.  Introduction 

Gaming the system (taking advantage of the system’s feedback and help to succeed in 

the tutor without learning the material) and off-task behavior (engaging in behavior 

that does not involve the system or the learning task) are two forms of student 

behavior within intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) that are associated with reduced 

learning [1]. This association is weaker for off-task behavior as some studies indicate 

a significant negative correlation between off-task behavior and learning in intelligent 

tutor software [2], while in other studies the correlation is not statistically significant 

[1, 2]. However, the harmful impact of gaming on learning has been observed in 

several studies: [1, 3, 4]. 

Two types of gaming the system have been observed in ITSs: help abuse and 

systematic trial and error. However, it has been argued that a more important 

distinction is between “harmful” and “non-harmful” gaming [5, 6]: (a) “harmful” 

gaming tends to occur on steps that the learners know least well and is associated with 

poor learning; (b) “non-harmful” gaming tends to occur on steps that the learners 

already know and is not associated with poor learning. Multiple detectors of gaming 

behavior have been reported [4, 5, 7, 8]. Detectors of both harmful and non-harmful 

gaming have been validated to transfer successfully to new lessons and students they 

were not initially trained on [6].  
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Multiple types of off-task behavior have been documented in ITSs, including 

talking to other students about unrelated topics, surfing the web, and disrupting other 

students [9, 10]. A model that can detect off-task behavior was built in [9] and has 

been proven to successfully distinguish between off-task behavior and on-task 

conversation, though some on-task conversation is still captured in the off-task model. 

Several interventions have been proposed to address off-task and gaming 

behaviors and prevent or reduce their occurrence, building on the previously 

mentioned models that can detect these behaviors. These interventions include 

supplementary exercises on the material avoided by gaming and display of negative 

emotions through an animated agent; results showed a decrease in gaming behavior’s 

occurrence and better learning when supplementary material is received [3]. Other 

forms of feedback, including just-in-time messages (encouraging the student to try 

harder or ask a teacher for help), and passive continual visual feedback have been 

attempted; these approaches have been shown to decrease the frequency of gaming 

behavior –  however this decrease does not necessarily lead to better learning [11]. 

Nevertheless, when feedback is integrated with self-monitoring activities, positive 

impacts on learning have been achieved [12]. Self-monitoring has also been proposed 

for off-task behavior, based on successes in using self-monitoring to reduce off-task 

behavior in classroom settings [12, 13]. 

Even if there is progress towards addressing these behaviors within learning 

systems, however, our understanding of how these behaviors impact learning is still 

fairly rudimentary. In particular, why does gaming the system appear to impact 

learning more than off-task behavior (e.g. [1, 2])? Progress towards a complete and 

predictive science of learning will require understanding not just which behaviors are 

associated with poorer learning, but also the mechanisms which determine how those 

behaviors lead to poorer learning. This richer understanding may help us discern 

between the results of different gaming interventions, towards eventually designing 

systems that can respond to differences in student behavior in more precise and 

sophisticated fashions.  

The study presented in this paper aims to uncover these mechanisms by 

investigating how the poorer learning associated with each behavior manifests itself. 

In particular, is each behavior associated with poorer learning in an immediate fashion, 

where the student does not learn on the current opportunity to practice the skill 

(perhaps a student games, and does not learn the gamed step), or in an aggregate 

fashion (perhaps the time spent off-task results in the student having less total time to 

spend on learning and thus fewer opportunities to practice each skill)? Our initial 

hypothesis was that gaming has immediate effects and off-task behavior has aggregate 

effects; within this paper, we use computational modeling methods, in combination 

with machine-learned models of these phenomena, in order to investigate whether this 

hypothesis is correct.  

2. Data and Data Processing 

For examining the hypothesis, we used logged data from four tutor lessons (scatter 

plots, geometry, percents, and probability), drawn from a middle-school Cognitive 

Tutor mathematics curriculum [14]. Cognitive Tutor course curricula combine whole-

class and small-group learning activities with problem-solving where each student 

works one-on-one with a cognitive tutoring system, which chooses exercises and 



feedback based on a running model of which skills the student possesses. All data 

came from classes which were held during 2003-2005 in two school districts in 

suburban Pittsburgh, PA. The tutor uses cognitive models of problem-solving that 

were developed based on the advanced computer tutoring theory (ACT-R) [14]. 

In previous studies, these data were coded for gaming [6] and off-task behavior 

[9], using models that make predictions as to whether each action involves gaming or 

off-task behavior. Models of both “harmful” and “non-harmful” forms of gaming 

were used [5, 6]. Observational data about off-task and gaming was also collected – 

details can be found in [1]. In addition, pre and post tests were given to the majority 

of the students for three of the lessons (scatter plots, geometry, percents) [1]. (Some 

students missed tests due to class absence; students using the probability lesson were 

inadvertently given the wrong tests).  

Aggregation of actions into steps (aka learning opportunities) was done; a step is 

a student’s set of consecutive actions involving a single knowledge component (KC) 

[15] (i.e. actions involving the same KC in a subsequent problem are considered a 

different step). Variables for each step were computed as follows: 

• error – indicating whether the first action within the step was wrong (1), 

correct (0), or a help request (1); 

• error in next step – indicating whether the next step of the same student 

within the same knowledge component (KC) was wrong; 

• off-task (OT) behavior, harmful gaming (HG), non-harmful gaming (NHG) –

were coded as ‘1’ if at least one action within the step was detected as 

OT/HG/NHG, and ‘0’ otherwise. 

The data set used to examine the immediate impact hypothesis (i.e., not including 

pre-post grades) included 72,845 steps (296 students, 4 classes, 108 knowledge 

components); the dataset used to examine the aggregate impact hypothesis included 

387 student-class pairs (287 students, 3 classes). 

3. Results 

The analytical approach used was inspired by Beck’s learning decomposition method 

[16], where learning over time is assessed in terms of events that occur in the 

student’s learning process. 

3.1. Off-task Behavior and Immediate Learning 

We assess whether off-task behavior was associated with immediate poorer learning, 

by setting up a logistic regression model, where performance on a given skill at a 

given time is predicted based on the number of steps on this skill where the student 

previously engaged in off-task behavior. The best fitting model is as follows, where 

the parameters for Student and KC (knowledge component) vary for each student 

(total of 296) and each KC (total of 108): 

 

5.512 - KC* +Student  *+ task-Off * .0051n
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For this model, the chi-square statistic and significance, and R
2
 value are 

displayed in Table 1, as well as the likelihood ratio significance of the individual 

variables, indicating their contribution to the model; a value less than .05 indicates 

that the contribution is statistically significant. From these results, we conclude that 

off-task behavior is not significantly associated with immediate learning loss. 

 

Table 1. Results of logistic regression model for off-task behavior 

Chi-square Sig. R2 Variables Variable Significance 

Off-task .961 

Student .000 

χ2(403) = 10755.34 .000 .233 

KC .000 

 

3.2. Gaming the System and Immediate Learning 

We assess whether gaming the system was associated with immediate poorer learning, 

by setting up a logistic regression model. In this case, performance on a given skill at 

a given time is predicted based on the number of steps on this skill where the student 

previously engaged in gaming behavior; we distinguish between harmful gaming 

(HG) steps and non-harmful gaming steps (NHG). The best fitting model is as 

follows:  

 

5.532 + KC* +Student * + NHG * .080–  HG * .156–1n
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Error
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Results of the gaming-related logistic regression model are described in Table 2: 

chi-square statistic and significance, R
2
 value and the likelihood ratio significance of 

the independent variables, indicating their contribution to the model. Within this 

model, harmful gaming is statistically significantly associated with less learning, at 

the step by step grain-size. Surprisingly, non-harmful gaming was also associated 

with less learning at the step by step grain-size, though to a much lower degree than 

harmful gaming, and only marginally significantly. 

 

Table 2. Results of logistic regression model for harmful/non-harmful gaming-the-system behavior 

Chi-square Sig. R2 Variables Variable Significance 

HG .000 

NHG .054 

Student .000 
χ2(404) = 10784.78 .000 .234 

KC .000 

 

3.3. Off-task Behavior and Aggregate Learning 

We assess whether off-task behavior is associated with poorer learning in an 

aggregate fashion, using a two-step analysis. First, the correlation between overall off-

task behavior (measured as the percent of off-task steps out of all steps) and total 

number of steps was computed for all lessons and each lesson individually (for three 



out of four lessons, as data for the probabilities lesson was not available). The results 

displayed in Table 3 show that overall off-task behavior is negatively correlated with 

the number of steps, meaning that off-task behavior is associated with less practice; in 

other words, more time spent off-task means fewer opportunities to practice.  

For the second step, linear regression was applied to study the factors that 

contribute to post-test performance, with pre-test and total number of steps as 

independent variables. The results presented in Table 4 suggest that the total number 

of steps is positively associated with post-test results, i.e., more practice is associated 

with better performance. We can explain the relationship between off-task behavior 

and poorer learning, at least in part as: off-task behavior reduces the number of on-

task steps, and these steps represent missed opportunities for better learning.  

 

Table 3 – Correlations between overall off-task behavior and number of steps 

Overall correlation: -0.347** (N=386) 

Geometry Percents Scatter Plots 

Correlation N Correlation N Correlation N 

-.392** 108 -.416** 51 -.375** 227 
                                       ** p<.01 

 

Table 4 – Linear regression of post-test by pre-test and total number of steps 

Post-test = β2*Pre-test + β1*Steps + β0 

Lesson F 
Model 

Significance 
R2 Variables β i 

Variable 

Significance 

Pre-test .297 .000 
Geometry F(2, 105)=14.64 .000 .218 

Steps .328 .000 

Pre-test .165 .294 
Percents F(2, 32)=5.65 .008 .261 

Steps .456 .006 

Pre-test .256 .000 
Scatter Plots F(2, 203)=23.75 .000 .190 

Steps .297 .000 

 

3.4. Gaming the System and Aggregate Learning 

In a similar way to the previous analysis, we assess whether gaming the system is 

associated with poorer learning in an aggregate fashion, in a two-step manner: (1) 

correlation between observed gaming behavior and the number of non-gaming steps, 

and (2) linear regression for post-test scores, investigating the relationship to the 

number of gaming steps and non-gaming steps. 

First, the correlation between observed gaming and the number of non-gaming 

steps was investigated. Ideally, we would want to investigate the effects of each type 

of gaming behavior (harmful and non-harmful) on the number of non-gaming steps. 

However, as the observational data did not differentiate between harmful and non-

harmful gaming (which have not yet been distinguished by human observers, likely 

because the main difference appears to be the context in which the behavior occurs 

[e.g., 5]), there is only one category: gaming. Indicators of the overall occurrence of 

harmful and non-harmful gaming behavior could be derived from the gaming 

prediction model. However, this has a major drawback: we would correlate two 



outcomes of the same prediction model, which would bring into question the validity 

of results.  

Gaming (as observed behavior) is negatively correlated with the number of non-

gaming steps in the model (r(386)= –.133, p<.01), indicating that gaming behavior is 

associated with fewer non-gaming steps, or, in other words, with fewer opportunities 

to practice. Unsurprisingly, gaming is positively correlated with the number of 

gaming steps in the model (r(386)=.291, p<.01). 

Second, linear regression was applied to study the relationship of gaming and 

non-gaming steps to post-test performance. The model, displayed in Table 5, shows 

that in a combined model, the number of non-gaming steps predicts better learning in 

each tutor lesson, while the number of gaming steps only directly predicts differences 

in learning in the Percents lesson. 

However, as the number of non-gaming steps is associated with learning, and 

gaming is associated with fewer non-gaming steps, the evidence is consistent with the 

hypothesis that gaming the system has a negative aggregate impact on learning. 

 

Table 5 – Linear regression of post-test by pre-test, non-gaming steps and gaming steps 

Post-test = β3*Pre-test + β2*Non-GSteps + β1*GSteps + β0 

Lesson F 
Model 

Significance 
R2 Variables β i 

Variable 

Significance 

Pre-test .296 .001 

Non-GSteps .341 .000 Geometry F(2, 105)=15.33 .000 .226 

GSteps -.004 .966 

Pre-test .029 .828 

Non-GSteps .569 .000 Percents F(2, 32)=11.09 .000 .512 

GSteps -.332 .016 

Pre-test .251 .000 

Non-GSteps .246 .001 Scatter Plots F(2, 203)=22.84 .000 .190 

GSteps .091 .206 

 

4. Discussion and Conclusions  

In this paper, we have presented research aiming on gaining a deeper understanding of 

the mechanisms that lead to reduced learning among students who engage in two 

types of behavior: gaming the system and off-task. This work can potentially 

contribute to a design of better interventions to address these potentially harmful ways 

of interacting with learning environments.  

Both gaming the system and off-task behavior have been previously shown to be 

associated with poorer learning. The evidence seen here suggests that they do so 

through different mechanisms and, consequently, may be best addressed through 

different types of interventions. Gaming the system is associated with both immediate 

poorer learning (strongly) and aggregate poorer learning (more weakly). Off-task 

behavior, on the other hand, appears to only be associated with poorer learning at an 

aggregate level (strongly). The apparent immediate impact of gaming, at step level, 

appears to be due to lack of learning at that very step where the gaming occurred; in 

other words, by gaming, an opportunity to learn is wasted. The apparent aggregate 

impact of the two behaviors, considerably stronger in the case of off-task behavior, is 

cumulative. Poorer performance seems to occur due to fewer learning opportunities.  



Understanding these mechanisms has the potential to lead to a more informed 

intervention to improve learning. For off-task behavior some possibilities are: (a) 

remind students that going off-task will just increase the time practicing until they 

master the lesson; (b) graph for students each day the amount their progress was 

reduced by off-task behavior [12]; (c) inform the students’ teacher/tutor/parents how 

much they are off-task.  

Gaming the system is more strongly associated with learning gains (negatively) 

than off-task behavior is [1, 2]. The evidence in this paper suggests that this difference 

may be because gaming behavior reduces learning both immediately and in the 

aggregate, whereas off-task behavior has no immediate effects on learning. Gaming 

the system can also lead the learning software to incorrectly assess the student’s 

knowledge level, if the knowledge assessment does not integrate information about 

gaming [e.g., 9]. Providing supplementary exercises on the material on which gaming 

occurred and display of negative emotions has been shown to improve students’ 

learning [3]. This study suggests that supplementary exercises may improve learning 

because they disrupt the immediate negative effects of gaming. It may also be useful 

to inform teachers/tutors/parents as to which material a student avoided by gaming, so 

that additional remediation can be offered. 

In our study, we used a function that labeled steps as off-task, harmful gaming or 

non-harmful gaming after one action within the step was detected as such. However, 

other functions could be used, such as average and weighted average. It would be 

interesting to see how the results could differ for alternative aggregation functions.   

Past studies have suggested that both gaming and off-task are associated with 

disliking math [9, 13]. Affective states also seem to play a significant role in the 

occurrence of these two behaviors. Frustration has been associated with gaming in 

intelligent tutoring systems [4, 13]. However, time-series analyses [e.g., 17] have 

suggested that frustration co-occurs with gaming, but does not precede it; interestingly 

enough, boredom and confusion have been observed to precede and co-occur with 

gaming, within simulation problem-solving games (which are, it should be noted, 

fairly different from intelligent tutors, and which see a fairly different pattern of affect 

and behavior from students [cf. 18]). 

Combining understanding of the affect and motivation that underlie the choices to 

engage in gaming the system and off-task behavior, with evidence as to the 

mechanisms influencing how these behaviors impact learning, creates the potential for 

a new generation of adaptive software that influences student behavior through 

interventions which are effective, individualized, and minimally disruptive. Exploring 

these possibilities will be an important area of future research. 
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